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Kemistone is a company that produces and commercializes chemi-
cal products expressly issued to solve the problems concerning diffe-
rent types of stone materials, used in both the construction industry and in 

interior design. All products have a very high quality standard, as the raw materials of 
which they are made up come from a strict selection as result of a continuous and accurate 
research. Besides, these products are expressly studied and realized for cleaning, treatment, 
stabilization of surfaces in natural stones and building materials. 

The main “power” of Kemistone is passion for work and ability of its researchers to work in team with 
specific professionals, combining in this way experimentation with practical experience. All this allows 
Kemistone to be constantly aware of the market exigences and at the same time purposeful in offering ad 
hoc solutions.

Just these features characterize Kemistone as a trustworthy company able to offer a range of services:

° Courses and updates for technical studies, applicators, marble workers and workers in the sector;
° Customer service by specialized technicians both online and on site;
° Technicians in the construction yard for the application (certified and guaranteed) of products for 
   cleaning, stain removal and specific treatments for different materials;
° Experts for the restoration of facades with application of stabilizing and preservative treatments;
° Workers for the removal of graffiti, sandblasting, microsandblasting and sanding.

To the plus of its products Kemistone adds “the brilliance of its human capital.
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FACTORY PRODUCTIONPreserving over time the historical, artistic, building and monumental heritage of the cities is an 
indispensable duty. 
Palaces, monuments, fountains, walls are motionless and “telling” witnesses of the history of 

territories, lineages, families, heroes, deeds and victories, that is, that “ past” that contemporaries have 
to preserve and hand down to future generations in the respect of past times. 
Visiting art cities and places we are often astonished at seeing the state of neglect and abandon they are 
going through. Apart from the acid compounds in the atmosphere, even the continuous attitude towards 
vandalism, the desired smearing by writers and the use of harmful paints, spray cans and erosive sub-
stances contribute to the decline of this heritage. And just erosive substances cause the decline of what 
is and has to remain a “memory” for humankind.

KEMISTONE, a modern company sensitive to these problems, decided to study and develop a series 
of innovative and efficient products, making this its “core business” for restoration, cleaning and tre-
atment of historical and civil buildings. And this is not the only thing: the company also joined to the 
research the methodology of the intervention processes applied by experts to solve the causes of the 
decline of the marble material due to sulfur dioxide and other chemical compounds. When combined 
with rainwater, these attack the natural binder contributing to its slow decline that causes flaking and 
loss of cohesion. 
Restoring the natural stone involves operations of stabilization and protection with a series of applica-
tion processes for water-repellent products respecting naturalness of the support and guaranteeing 
its breathability. Bringing new life to the 
different degraded materials is just the 
aim of that “human capital” of Kemisto-
ne that thinks of future.

RESTORATION OF FACADES, 
CLEANING AND TREATMENT
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KINGSTONE
Water-oil repellent product in solvent base, high quality

Features
Kingstone is a product that gives outstanding water-oil repellent features to the materials treated. Its use 
is particularly suitable to protect countertops, floorings and coatings in marble, stone, limestone and stone 
supports composed of calcium carbonate. 
Kingstone does not change the features of the surface and the color of the materials treated. The prepared  
solution is amber, invisible by applying, resistant to UV-rays; it does not turn yellow and it is long lasting. 

Yeld
From 10 to 15 sq.m/lt.
According to the porosity of the material to be treated. 
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QUERZ
Anti stain, solvent-base
Supports of high quality alkaline silicic

Features
Querz is a product that gives outstanding water-oil repellent features to the supports treated. It is used to 
protect countertops, floorings and coatings in quartzite, both intrusive and effusive granites, cotto, concrete 
and all alkaline silicic based supports.
Querz does not change the features of the surface and the color of the materials. 
The prepared solution is transparent, lightly amber. Invisible by applying, it resists to UV-rays, it does not 
turn yellow and is long lasting.

Yeld
From 10 to 20 sq.m/lt.
According to the porosity of the material to be treated.
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KINGSTONE PLUS
Oil-repellent, water-based, high quality product

Features
Kingstone plus is a product that gives oil-repellent features to the materials treated and it was expressly 
studied for those materials having a medium-high absorption.
It is used to protect floorings and coatings in marble, quartzites, limestones and sandstones as well as all 
stones having a medium-high absorption.
It does not change the features of the surface or the color of the materials treated. The solution is yellow-
amber, invisible by applying, breathable and resistant to UV-rays. It does not turn yellow over time. Its pro-
tective action is long lasting.

Yeld
From 10 to 15 sq.m/lt. 
According to the porosity of the material to be treated.
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JACKSTONE
Anti stain, anti-rising product in solvent base

Features
Jackstone is a product studied to give outstanding water-oil repellent features to the materials treeated. 
Particularly used to protect countertops, floorings and coatings in marble and granite.
It does not change the features of the surface or the colors of the materials treated, even if we always rec-
ommend to make a test sample. 
Jackstone in solution appears amber, invisible by applying and resistant to UV-rays. It does not turn yellow 
over time and its protective action is long lasting. 

Yeld
From 20 to 25 sq.m/lt.
According to the porosity of the material to be treated on shiny surface.
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ROYAL
Neutral anti stain product in “water compatibility” solvent

Features
Royal is a product mixed in hydroalcoholic solvents compatible in water with 
excellent water-oil repellent features, expressly studied to treat at low 
temperatures stone materials with silicic based composition (gran-
ites, quartzites, lava stones, cements) and with high humidity 
percentages of the support.
It is used to protect countertops, floorings and coatings.
It does not change the features of the surface or the color 
of the materials treated. We always recommend to make a test 
sample. 
The solution is transparent, lightly amber. Invisible by applying, it resists to 
UV-rays and it is free from yellowing. Its protective action is long lasting.

Yeld
From 10 to 15 sq.m/lt on bush hammered, flamed, brushed surface.
From 20 to 25 sq.m/lt on shiny surface. 

MEKOIL
Neutral anti stain product

in “water compatibility” solvent

Features
Mekoil is a product mixed in hydroalcoholic solvents compatible in water with excellent 

water–oil repellent features, expressly studied to treat stone materials at low temperatures and 
with high humidity percentages of the support.

It is used to protect countertops, floorings and coatings in marble and stone. 
Mekoil does not change the features of the surface or the color of the materials treated, even of we always 
recommend to make a test sample. 

Yeld
From 10 to 15 sq.m/lt on bush hammered, flamed, brushed surface.
From 20 to 25 sq.m/lt on shiny surface.
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ESCUDO
Neutral anti stain product, “Waterproof acid”

Features
Escudo is a product mixed in hydrocarbon solvents and butyl-
acetate with excellent water-repellent features. Particularly 
recommended as preventive solution against the formation 
of salt efflorescences, molds, algae and damages caused 
through acid rains. 
It is used to protect countertops, floorings and coatings in marble, stone, 
granite, porphyry, travertine, cement. 
The features of the product are: high stability to alkaline supports, UV-rays, excel-
lent penetration capacity in the supports subject to treatment, high permeability 
to steam, absence of harmful by-products on the support treated.
No color variation of the treated surfaces. 
We recommend to make a test before making the final treatment. 

Yeld
From 10-15 sq.m/lt on bush hammered, flamed, brushed surface.
From 20 to 25 sq.m/lt on shiny surface. 

A.M. GREEN PLUS
Water-based oil-repellent product

Features
A.M. Green Plus is a poli-fluoridated polymer in watery so-
lution that gives outstanding oil-repellent features to the 
materials treated. 
It is used to protect floorings and coatings in quartzite, 
Vicenza stone, limestones, sandstones and all materials 
showing a certain compactness and high absorption de-
grees. The product gives a moderately marked pearl effect 
that activates a surface tension on the matrix treated, al-
lowing that the stone support has a very natural aspect. 
A.M. Green Plus lightly changes the features of the surface 
and the color of the materials treated. Invisible by applying, 
it resists to UV-rays, it does not turn yellow and its protec-
tive action is long lasting. 

Yeld
From 10 to 15 sq.m/lt according to the porosity and the fin-
ishings of the materials to be treated. 
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STS 100
Neutral anti stain, solvent-based product.

Features
STS 100 is a product mixed in hydroalcoholic solvent compatible in 
water with good water-oil repellent features, expressly studied to treat 
stone materials with high humidity percentages of the support. It is used for 
the countertops, floorings and coatings in marble and stone having high percent-
ages of calcium carbonate. STS 100 does not change the features of the surface or 
the colors of the materials treated. 
We recommend to make always a test. The solution is transparent, lightly amber, invisible by ap-
plying, it resists to UV-rays and it is free from yellowing over time. Its protective action is long lasting.

Yeld
From 10 to 12 sq.m/lt on bush hammered, flamed, brushed surface.
From 18 to 22 sq.m/lt on shiny surface.

STA 100
Water-oil repellent product, water-based

Features
STA 100 is a product that gives water-oil repellent features to the materials 

treated. Its use is particularly suitable to protect floorings and coatings in marble, 
limestones, granites, sandstones and stone materials that show compactness and ab-

sorption. STA 100 does not change the features of the surface or the colors of the materials 
treated. The solution is transparent, lightly amber, invisible by applying, breathable, it resists to 

UV-rays. It does not turn yellow and its protective action is long lasting.
Attention: shake the product before use.

Yeld
From 10 to 15 sq.m/lt.
According to the porosity of the material to be treated. 
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IDROKEMI/
IDROKEMI ACQUA
Universal water-repellent product

Features
Water-repellent product to protect inner and outer surfaces on not 
very absorbent supports in stone, marble, porphyry, concrete, na-
tional and import granites. Idrokemi is a solution of siloxanes and 
after evaporation, the support is neutral and without surface film. 
The treatment is breathable. 
Idrokemi/Idrokemi Acqua stops the absorption of rainwater and 
in this way it limits penetration of smog, dusts, atmospheric grime 
and organic compounds by allowing to keep the surfaces well 
clean over the years. This avoids the decay of the facades caused 
through acid rains, organic proliferation and therefore the forma-
tion of molds and lichens. 
The product on the facade lasts 5 years, but there are some cases where after 20 years the product still 
keeps its qualities. Idrokemi/Idrokemi Acqua resists well to UV-rays. 

Yeld
The yield of Idrokemi/Idrokemi Acqua changes according to the materials and the processings:
- From 8 to 10 sq.m/lt on shiny surfaces 
- From 5 to 8 sq.m/lt on sandblasted surfaces 
- From 3 to 5 sq.m/lt on cement conglomerates

PROTECTOR
Water-repellent, anti-rising product with high depth, 
for facades

Features
Protector was expressly realized for the impregnation of lightly alkaline or neutral underlayers and it is 
particularly suitable for natural or sandstones. 
However, it is possible to use it for strongly alkaline supports.
Protector is a solution of  mono-molecular alkaline silane elements in anhydrous alcohol. As the molecolar 
dimension of these is equal to those of water, the product is able to penetrate deep into the building ma-
terials. In case of humidity, it reacts with the walls of the capillaries and with the pores of the supportby 
creating a strongly water-repellent barrier because of the surface tension it can create. As the forces of the 
capillary attraction are inverted, Protector can act on the penetration power of water, while the permeability 
to steam stays unchanged. The product has no film-forming action and it does not change the color of the 
support, even if it is better to make a test sample to verify the complete absence of color change. Protector 
excellently protects from acid rains and from the cycle of freezing and thawing.

Yeld
Its yield changes according to the materials and the processings. 
It is normally calculated between 300 and 500 gr/sm. 
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MELIS 68
Concentrated water-repellent, water-based product

Features
Concentrated water-repellent silicon product, composed of a watery solution of propylsiliconate oligomer, 
expressly studied for hydrophobic rendering and salt anti-inflorescences treatment and for the stabiliza-
tion of the alkali absorbent building mineral materials as shingles and bricks, mortars and plaster milling 
products, open-face cements and concretes, natural and manufactured stones, marble grit conglomerates 
and toppings, stone facades, cotto (brik) and cement. 
Melis 68 is particularly suitable to create chemical barriers against the capillary rising of even disgragated 
and crumbling masonries where its particular composition confers excellent water repellency  and good 
stabilization. VOC-zero product with pH higher than 13.

Safety regulations
Because of the high alkalinity of the raw material, it is very important to handle the product carefully, pro-
viding themselves  with PPE. In case of contact of the product with eyes and skin, wash immediately with 
piped water. In case of ingestion, do not cause vomit and call the doctor or the Poison centre of Niguarda 
Hospital in Milan +39 02 6610109.
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KEMIWET 7030 - 5050 - 6040
Revitalizing, toning product

Features
Toning protective product with impregnating effect, it forms a lattice with the molecules of the treated sup-
port, giving marbles and granites a wet effect without forming a plastic effect on the support, and giving, on 
the contrary, a very natural aspect by highlighting the color effects of the support. 
Kemiwet is suitable both for inner and outer surfaces. Particularly suitable on smoothed, sanblasted, 
brushed, flamed, bush hammered surfaces and on all stone surfaces, where the finishings have weakened 
the color. 
Kemiwet is a stain-removal product, but it is better to apply a light coat of Mekoil/Royal to stress its peculiar-
ity. 30 minutes later, remove the excess with a white felt. 

Yeld
Its yield changes according to the kind of material and finishing from 6 to 30 sq.m/lt of product for two coats. 
Approximate yield according to the kind of production:

Smoothed 15-20 sq.m/lt

Brushed 25-30 sq.m/lt

Tumbled 10-15 sq.m/lt

Bush hammered 8- 10 sq.m/lt

Flamed 6-10 sq.m/lt

Disc cutting and sandblasted 8-10 sq.m/lt

Quarry gap 6-8 sq.m/lt

To
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ACQUAWET
High quality, water-based toner

Features
Acquawet is a stain-removal protector with wet effect, water-based, studied to protect and brighten the col-
ors on the stone surfaces lightened through the finishings (ex.: bush hammered, smoothed, flamed, tumbled).
The formulation  of Acquawet has inside a small quantity of solvents compatible with water. This formulation 
allows to apply the product on lightly moist supports (absolutely not very wet)  and to reduce times between 
washing and laying of the product. 
Acquawet is very versatile, it is possible to use HONIG wax or finishing resins in water base on it (ex.: BIG 
FOOT). 

Yeld
Its yield changes according to the kind of material and finishing from 10 to 30 sq.m/lt for two coats. 
We indicate the yield according to the kind of processing:

Smoothed 15-25 sq.m/lt

Brushed 20-25 sq.m/lt

Tumbled 10-15 sq.m/lt

Bush hammered 10-15 sq.m/lt

Flamed 10-18 sq.m/lt

Disc cutting and sandblasted 8-10 sq.m/lt

Quarry gap 6-12 sq.m/lt

To
ne
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BLACKUET
Black corrector

Features
Black coloured primer, protector, that can create a lattice with the molecules of the treated support giving 
an homogeneous black colour. You get a particularly positive result on the brinks of the black granites that 
had been previously treated with All Black. The effect you get is very natural. 
Blackuet is suitable for inner and outer surfaces, smoothed, sandblasted, flamed, brushed, bush hammered 
and for all the materials on which the processings have weakened the colors.
Blackuet is not stain-removal, therefore it is better to apply a light coat of MEKOIL/ROYAL and 30 minutes 
later to remove the excess (with a white felt). 

Yeld
Its yield changes according to the kind of material and finishing: from 6 to 30 sq.m/lt of product for 2 coats. 
Approximate yield according to the kind of production:

Smoothed 15-20 sq.m/lt

Brushed 25-30 sq.m/lt

Tumbled 10-15 sq.m/lt

Bush hammered 8-10 sq.m/lt

Flamed 6-10 sq.m/lt

Disc cutting and sandblasted 8-10 sq.m/lt

Quarry gap 6-8 sq.m/lt

To
ne

rs
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BEM 126
Consolidating 
finishing, water-based

Features
Bem 126 is a mix of water-based resins, realized to 
protect and stabilize new and old surfaces in sandstone, 
cotto, grit, bricks, marbles, laid both inside and outside. 
The application of the product allows a penetration into the 
treated materials, a following stabilization and protection against 
abrasion due to the features of the resins contained in it. 
Bem 126 creates a light barrier that limits considerably dust and 
crumbling and, in extreme cases, stops the flaking of the stone 

supports caused through the absorption of humidity and rain.
The treatment with Bem 126 will bring the treated supports their original compactness and their surface 
shall have a certain water resistant feature. 
The stain removal action of Bem 126 simplifies to take away the tracks left by car wheels. 

Yeld
Its yields is 4-6-sq.m/lt.
For little absorbent surfaces the yield can increase till 12 sq.m/lt..
In case of application on compact, therefore poorly absorbent supports, we suggest to  dilute a part of Bem 
126 with a part of water. 
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MDM 68
Consolidating  product in solvent base 
with stones and marbles

Features
MDM 68 is a mix of resins in solvent, realized to 
stabilize old surfaces in sandstone, cotto, grit 
and marbles, laid both inside and outside. Thanks 
to the action of the solvents, the application of 
the product allows a stressed penetration into 
the material to be treated and also a stabilization 
due to the features of the resins contained in it. 
The action of MDM 68 performs by preventing 
or limiting considerably dust and crumbling and, 
in extreme cases, by stopping the flaking of the 

stone support caused through the absorption of humidity and rain. The product penetrates deeply into the 
damaged support until it gets the still intact part by recompacting the stone mass. 
The supports treated with MDM 68 return to have their original compactness and the stone surface  takes 
on water and humidity impermeability features.

Yeld
We indicate a consumption of about 1 litre of product for 2-3 sq.m surface for laying two coats. 
For little absorbent surfaces, the yield can increase till 6-10 sq.m/lt.
In case of applications on compact, therefore poorly absorbent supports, we suggest to dilute a part of 
MDM 68 with a part of SOLV/ICS. 
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STOPSAL CARBO / SIL
Anti rising product for cotto, stones, concrete

Features
Stopsal Carbo/Sil is a protective primer with water-oil repellent function, studied to protect surfaces in 
cotto, exposed concrete  and stone materials with limestone composition like the stones of Egyptian origin 
that have high concentrations of salts and show little surface breakpoints with gloss loss. Using Stopsal al-
lows to remove or to limit the rising of salts on both inner and outer floorings, stairs or coatings.
Using Stopsal as a base protector limits considerably the consumption of a stain removal product by reduc-
ing applying and drying times. It does not change the natural color of the treated stones and it is invisible. It 
does not turn yellow over time

Yeld
It is not easy to calculate its yield, as the product must be applied in more coats, wet on wet, until the stone 
absorbs it. 

RISTOP
Anti-rising protector

Features
Ristop is a preparation created to prevent, while laying, rising of water and salts on floorings and coatings 
in marble, granite, quartzite, conglomerate and stones. The product must be applied on the inner side of the 
sheet and on all the sides directly in contact with the laying glues. 
Ristop is compatible with any adhesive and therefore it does not compromise its glueing.
We recommend to make a test before proceeding on large surface areas. 
This product solves the problem of spilling of stains, rings, efflorescences and oxidations caused by impu-
rities in water because of the salt dissolution that are both in stone materials and in the glues used while 
laying, through the rising water, these come to the surface and stain it. 
Ristop is a transparent, odourless product, and its use is particularly suitable for white marbles and applying 
on external floorings that are oftener subject to the above mentioned problems. 

Yeld
Its yield is rather variable in consideration of the types of supports on which it can be applied. 
We indicate a yield of 1 litre of product for a surface of 8/10 sq.m, and it can be 1 litre of product for 10/20 
sq.m for very compact materials. 
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SANATERRAZZA
Waterproofing agent for horizontal surfaces

Features
Sanaterrazza is a solution of silicone resins, silanes, siloxanes and organic poly-
mers that have been conveniently catalyzed and conveyed in apolar solvents, 
suitable to waterproof horizontal surfaces with macroporosities and cracks. 
By removing water infiltrations without making radical remakes of the walk-
on surfaces, the protector Sanaterrazza is therefore suitable by waterproofing 
terraces, balconies and horizontal surfaces. The product does not change the 
breathability of the supports or their color. 
We recommend to make preliminary tests. 
Excellent stability to light and acid solutions, flash point: +42°C
Attention: shake the product before use.

Yeld
From 150 to 300 gr/sq.m according to the absorption of the treated support.
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FUNET
Pre-coating

Features
Funet is a formulation studied to protect stone materials or the 
supports in cotto before the application of laying plasters.
The transparent, lightly amber product is totally neutral and 
breathable. 
Its application must be carried on at least 8 hours before laying 
the treatment. 

Yeld
Its yield is calculated from 10 to 15 sq.m/lt according to the kind 
of material to protect. 

LEVOSIL
Remove-silicone cleaner

Features
Levosil is composed of a mix of solvents with a very low evapora-
tion to remove excesses of silicone, both cool and dry. 
The product acts without ruining the base support by melting 
not only silicone but also most of the compounds that are in the 
glues, so it is better to make samples before intervening on the 
whole area. It is necessary to pay great attention to the glues 
that are used to fix hobs, or basins at the top. 
Levosil does not damage the shiny surface and it can be used as 
strong degreaser without remains. It totally removes glue stains 
due to adhesive tape or to posters and light inks. 
The product can be used to clean deeply before intervening with 
stain-removal protectors by avoiding dead times caused through 
the drying times of the supports in case of cleaning with water-
based cleansers. Levosil is a ready-to-use product. 

Yeld
As it is a cleanser and degreaser, it is not possible to calculate 
its yield. 
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NOSBRISS
Anti-slip treatment for floorings

Features
Specific formulation for the anti-slip treatment of inner and outer surfaces 
in marble, granite, beola, quartzite, porcelain stoneware, klinker, ceramic 
and enamelled surfaces.
Nosbriss solves the problem of slipperiness caused by water. It does not 
change the physical and mechanical appearance of the treated surface, 
but it could lightly change its finishing. It does not form surface films be-
cause it acts directly on the stone material creating such a microporosity 
to allow the anti-slip GRIP necessary when there is a little water.
It is suitable for the treatment of all surfaces subject to slip risk: floorings, 
flights, bathrooms, edges of swimming-pools, entrance halls, stairs. 
One application is enough to get an excellent result. 
We always recommend to make a test before starting works to verify reac-
tion times and the finishing directly resulted on the material. 
Attention: shake the product before use. 

Yeld
Its yield changes from 6 to 15 sq.m/lt of product.
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REGULATIONS
The resistance of a surface to the slipping of passing people is calculated by measuring the fric-
tion coefficient in certain conditions: wet, infected or dry. The main regulations that control the 
tests are the following ones: ASTM, DIN, ISO that establish the proceedings, the machines and the 
final classification of the surface according to the levels of security indicated in the regulations 
themselves. 
As for Italy, the first regulatory reference concerning the resistance to slipping is stated at Para-
graph 8.2.2 of M.D. 236/89, where there is the type of test to effect on floorings according to the 
method of British Ceramic Research Association Ltd (B.C.R.A.) REP. CEC. 6/81 also called “TORTUS 
TEST”.
Regulations that are mainly used for the certification of surfaces to reduce 
slipping risk:

2_ B.R.A. 236 dated 14th June 1989 (TORTUOUS METHOD)
In the M.D. 236/89 Decree of the law 13/89 about the demolition of the architectural barriers 
in paragraph 8.2.2, there is an objective value and the related test method just to establish if a 
surface is or not safe as for the “slipping risk”. 

2.2- PARAGRAPH 8.2.2 of M.D. 236/89: INNER FLOORINGS
With anti-slipping flooring we mean the flooring realized with materials whose friction coeffi-
cient, measured according to the method of British Ceramic Research Association Ltd (B.C.R.A.) 
Rep. Cec. 6/81, is higher than the following values: 

- 0,40 for leather slipping element on dry flooring
- 0,40 for standard hard rubber slipping element on wet florings.

These friction values must not be changed by applying polishing or protective finishing layers 
that, if provided for, must be applied on the materials themselves before making the test. 
The hypothesis of flooring conditions (dry or wet) must be assumed according to the normal 
conditions of the place where the flooring has to be implemented.
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SABBIATORE BALI/ORANGE/ANTIKO/DUNE
Aging effect solution for marbles and stains

Features
SABBIATORE is an acid-based formulation that allows to modify many marbles and stains aesthetically 
(both coloured and not), obtaining an aging effect; it is orange peel skin for ORANGE and DUNE, brushed 
effect for BALI and an aged finishing with furniture beetles for ANTIKO.
SABBIATORE forms a particular effect on the used materials as, kitchen countertops, floorings, staircases 
and coverings …
It is well applied on compact materials rich of calcium carbonate, as: Rosso Verona, Rosa Perlino, Trani, 
Travertino, Crema Marfil, Rosso Alicante…
 
Attention: shake the product before use.

Yeld
From 3 to 5 sq.m/lt.

VERNICETTA
Self-polishing resin for marbles and granites

Features
Liquid self-polishing product that intensifies the color of marbles and granites. It forms a very shiny and 
transparent thin plastic film. It does not turn yellow and it does not crack. The particular composition of 
Vernicetta allows a rapid drying and in this way it eases further processings. 
It is a product suitable for cleaning corners, ribs and surfaces difficult to be reached, useful to revive and 
confering  brightness. 
Attention: shake the product before use.

Yeld
Its yield changes from15 to 30 sq.m/lt according to the finishing and the kind of material. 
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MICROSTONE
It removes minute excoriations and intensifies the color

Features
It is a product suitable for the treatment of colored marbles and granites that while processing, show color 
differences. As Microstone goes into depth, it gives color uniformity to the treated materials. 
It removes microcrashes and excoriations and gives brightness and depth by intensifying the natural color 
of the stones. Apart from these features, the product also gives a high water-repellent degree by improving 
the resistance of the treated materials to negativeness of weathering.
While testing the accelerated aging, Microstone confirmed its capability to last over time by keeping the 
properties of the materials intact. 

Yeld
Its yield can change according to the compactness of the material to be treated. 
Approximately from 30 to 90 sq.m/lt. 
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ALL BLACK START
Pigmented primer for epoxy process

Features
All Black Start is a pigmented primer with a simple, rapid application process and a high quality yield. 
It is composed of three elements: All Black Start is the pigmented primer, Resin Black is a epoxy-based fixa-
tive useful to stabilize All Black, RESIN CAT is the catalyst that has to be mixed at 30% with RESIN BLACK. 
The working process goes from a minimum of 6 hours to a maximum of 11 hours, according to the ResinCat 
used. 
The correct granite slabs have not only a food contact certification, but they are also free from any color 
release even if they are cleaned with solvents, acids or with cleansing products daily used. 
The working process implies the use of ovens for slab handling (the oven is the one generally used for resin 
finishing). 

The granite slabs are smoothed with 800 grains. Make always a test to verify the absorption of the material.
The product is applied on flat slabs with a short hair roller, similar to the one used for laying enamel. Then 
the slabs are put into the convection oven at 28 degrees where they will stay for about three hours. The 
second working phase involves the unloading of the slabs from the first to the second oven for maturation. 
During the transition phase between the two ovens you have to apply RESIN BLACK (liquid epoxy resin with 
delayed hardening) and then mix 30% RESIN CAT. The application has to be carried out (with a short hair 
roller) uniformly by passing several times over the surface of the slabs so that the laying can be perfectly 
homogeneous.  Load the slabs on the second oven, the maturation one, let them there for 4-6 hours at a 
ventilated temperature of 38-40 degrees until catalysis occurred.
Later the slabs must be left resting for one day before proceeding with the polishing. 

Important: do not postpone the polishing over 3-4 days as the resins hard too much. 
As for the cleaning and polishing of the slabs, ask always for the technical support of Ke-
mistone that is at your disposal to make tests. 
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ALL BLACK MC
Standard treatment for black Zimbabwe 

Features
All Black MC has been formulated as pigmented primer with medium-long drying to be used in line with a 
standard procedure.
The working process involves the use of ovens to carry on easily the laying operations of the product. The 
treatment can be effected by stacking the slabs one on top of the other and spacing them 1-2 cm with 
inert material.  Avoid using wood and absorbent materials that can leave residual whitish stains. 
To simplify the operations, use the oven that is normally used for the resin finishing.
The granite slabs have to be smoothed  with 800 or 1200 grains (according to the ma-
terial). 
It is necessary to make a test to identify the correct porosity.

By keeping the slab flat, apply ALL BLACK MC (with a short hair 
enamel roller) uniformly in a quantity of 20 max 25 gr/sq.m by  
passing several times the surface until the laying is perfectly black and 
homogeneous.  Then the slabs shall be loaded into the oven that must have a 
steady ventilated temperature of 28, max 30 degrees. The fans shall be left on, even 
if the temperature of the oven is lower than the one of the lab to allow a uniform drying 
of the pigment of the slab surfaces avoiding rings and different shades.
The slabs shall stay in the oven for at least 24 hours, then unloaded and, always stacked, they shall 
catalyze for 24 hours more. 
The support of the perfectly dry and catalyzed slabs shall have a black-brown color with light burnt-red 
opaque reflections. 
Then you can go on cleaning the slabs to remove sooty residues and later the polishing.
Process to be used to get the slab polished, but also smooth- flamed, flamed- brushed slabs. 

The cleaning is carried out through carbide brushes. 

NATURAL WHITE
Natural treatment for black and coloured granites 

Features
NATURAL WHITE is a formulation expressly designed for the treatment of black granite or 
coloured substrates, that , for natural structure, are off-colour.

Stressing the tone, the product covers the possible  “bright butterflies” 
by surface saturation or the stains the granites have normally; on the 
coloured substrates, on the contrary, it stresses and brightens up the 
colour deficiency and it combines the typical imperfections of many stone 
surfaces.

NATURAL WHITE makes the treated surfaces uniform, compact and waterproof at the same 
time. 

Yeld
The yield can vary considerably but on the average the product is applied in a quantity from 25 to 35 gr./sqm.
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HONIG
Solid wax for marbles and granites

Features
Special preparation in solid waxy dispersion conveyed in 
water and ethoxylated alcohol.
Product formulated for the protective, polishing and ton-
ing basic treatment.
Honig is used for house floorings as finishing and main-
tenance of the stone support. It is laid down with a cloth 
or disc of the floor machine. Once the drying process is 
completed, go on with the felting process thanks to a 
white 3M disc, if you want a shiny finishing, or with a soft-
bristle felt for a waxy-pearly finishing.

Honig is also produced in the following variations:
BLACK for dark granites, slates, marbles and dark stones. 
RED for bricks, cotto, blocks, concrete and for all those materials that have to regain 
their original brilliance.  

FATA
Liquid polishing wax for marbles and granites 

Features
Special preparation in liquid waxy dispersion conveyed in water and 
ethoxylated alcohol.
Formulated for the protective, polishing and toning basic treatment, 
it can be used both in line and on house floorings as finishing and 
maintenance of the stone support.
The use in line, (with the pulse metering pump and the last felts), allows the slabs 
coming out from polishing to get a higher brightness and an intensified color. In the 
yard FATA is laid down with a damp cloth. Once the drying process is completed, go on with 
the felting process thanks to a white 3M disc, if you want a shiny finishing, or with a soft-bristle 
felt for a waxy-pearly finishing.
As for the maintenance, FATA must be diluted in 50/60 ml dose in 8/10 litres of warm water.

Yeld
The approximate average consumption for the in-line use is between 25 and 80 sq.m/lt.
In the yard it depends on the finishing and the kind of material to be treated: on average between 15 and 50 sq.m/lt. 
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AD 1722
Waxy protector

Features
Protector for outer and inner floorings based on polymer 
solutions and waxes. It protects, waterproofs and has a 
dustproof effect.

Yeld
Much depends on the finishing and the type of the material to be treated. On 
average the consumption is between 10 and 12 sq.m/lt. 

SILILUX
Silicon wax

Features
SILILUX is a formulation based on silicon waxes, created to give brightness and colour to materials that 
are listless owing to the wear.
It can be applied on floorings or  worktops or in the line to increase the brightness of the polished mate-
rial; the product gives a water repellent effect.
It is neutral, colourless, slightly amber.
 
Yeld
The yield is quantified from 10 to 90 square meters/liter depending on the kind of material to be treated.
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Dustproof, anti-foot/fingerprint finishing

Features
Mix of aliphatic polyuretane resins with a high 
resistance to the breathable protective and stain-
removal treatment with matt-satin and colorless 
finish of rough surfaces. 
Big Foot is studied and formulated for the treat-
ment of floorings, coatings and stairs in marble, 
trachyte, granite, sandstone, cotto, exposed 
bricks, Beola, slate, limestones, Santafiora and 
any other material with sandblasted, bush ham-
mered, quarry stone, flamed, tumbled finishing. 
The product has a sealing function on the surface 
by avoiding the absorption of staining agents, 
trampling dirt, dust and grime leaving the surface 
with its original color.
Big Foot makes the surface less rough and makes 
the daily cleaning easier. It is very resistant to 
trampling and to manual washings or washings 
carried out with floor cleaning machines. 

Yeld
Its yield is rather changeable in consideration of 
the great variety of supports and proceedings. 
Approximately its consumption changes from 8 to 
30 sq.m/lt. On particularly compact surfaces it is 
better to apply one or two coats of product diluted 
with demineralized water.
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BIG FOOT  / BIG FOOT LUCIDO
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DETERCLEAN / AC
Hydrochlore-based acid cleaner

Features
Acid cleanser to clean stone and synthetic surfa-
ces, laid down inside and outside.
Deterclean/AC acts efficiently on concrete resi-
dues, sealants and other materials used for laying. 
It totally removes saltpetre efflorescences without 
damaging the product. The product is excellent for 
all rough surfaces as well as for the basically colo-
red materials, as the washing could result in loss 
of the dust effect, typical of the rough supports. In 
this way, according to the dilution and the contact 
times, the process could give a certain color char-
ge. It is not suitable to clean surfaces with shiny or 
plumbed finishing.
The cleanser is suitable for all kinds of granite, for dark stones with non-shiny finishing and for mate-
rials such as Serizzo, Beola, Luserna, Klinker, gres, bricks and non-traditional cotto. 
If properly diluted, the product does not leave any residual. 
Deterclean/AC does not produce unpleasant smells or dangerous smokes. It can be diluted in water. 
Note: the product is a formulation based on inhibited acids that do not interact with the supports on 
which they are used, but only on natural and artificial residuals that sediment on these surfaces by 
taking them totally away without damaging the structure of the support itself. 

Yeld
Its yield changes from 5 to 30 sq.m/lt.
According to the kind of cotto, finishing and the laying method. 

DETERCLEAN COTTO
Acid cleaner for cotto

Features
Acid cleanser formulated for cleaning surfaces in cotto, laid inside or 
outside. 
Deterclean/cotto acts efficiently by removing concrete, sealant resi-
dues, or residues from any other material used by laying. 
It totally removes saltpetre efflorescences without damaging the pro-
duct. All surfaces in cotto (rustic, Tuscan, Lombard cotto), sandblasted 
or smoothed, can be treated with Deterclean that is particularly suita-
ble for rough cotto just for its capability to melt the residues in the po-
rosities. Deterclean does not produce unpleasant smells or dangerous 
smokes. It can be diluted in water. 
Attention: shake the product before use.

Yeld
Its yield changes from 5 to 30 sq.m/lt.
It depends on the kind of cotto, finishing and laying method. 
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DETERCLEAN / AF
Phosphorus-based acid cleaner

Features
Acid cleanser to clean stone and synthetic surfaces, laid down inside and outside.
Deterclean/AF acts efficiently on concrete residues, sealant and other material used for 
laying. It totally removes saltpetre efflorescences without damaging the product. The pro-
duct is suitable to clean surfaces with non-shiny or plumbed finishing, all rough surfaces 
and basically clear materials because the washing does not lose the “dust effect” typical 
of the rough supports.
The cleanser is suitable for all kinds of granite, for clear stones but with non-shiny finishing 
and for marbles, white or light-colored stones, limestones, light paste granites. If properly 
diluted, the product does not leave any residuals. 
Deterclean/AF does not produce unpleasant smells or dangerous smokes. It can be diluted 
in water. 
Note: the product is a formulation based on inhibited acids that do not interact with the 
supports on which they are used, but only on natural and artificial residues that sediment on 
them without damaging their structure. 

Yeld
Its yield changes from 5 to 30 sq.m/lt.
According to the kind of support, finishing and the laying method.

ACID ONE
Antiquing and revitalizing acid cleaner

Features
Acid One is a mix of inhibited acids suitable to 
wash and treat surfaces in marble, granite, rough 
stone, beola, sandstone.
The product removes the working residues on the 
surface by highlighting at the same time its natural 
colors.
Ideal to remove whitish working residues, concre-
te or sealant residues as well as the ones from li-
mescales and salt efflorescences. 
Acid One can be laid with excellent results on mar-
bles with sandblasted, bush hammered, crack, disc 
cutting, tumbled finishing. 
The product is particularly suitable for surfaces to 
be given antiqued thanks to its capability to remove 
bleaching and leaving the sand-blasting unchanged.

Acid One is generally used in yards: construction companies, quarry stones floor layers, 
companies in charge of cleaning of end- yard. 

Yeld
Its yield can change according to the kind of intervention to carry on: from 2 to 20 sq.m/Kg. 
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BASICUM
Alkaline cleanser

Features
Cleanser with concentrated formulation, dilutable with 
water, to clean deeply any floor surface.
Basicum melts efficiently fatty substances, oils, trampling 
dirt, grime, smoke blackening and food stains. It has a 
degreasing function without damaging the stone surfaces 
and it is particularly suitable for the opaque and rough 
ones. It can be applied manually or with floor-washing 
machines or washer-dryers. It can be diluted in water ac-
cording to the need and the machineries used. It is a foam 
controlled product. 
Basicum is used on inner and outer surfaces as well as on 
any other stone material, cotto, klinker, smoothed or opaque 
stoneware. 

DECERAL
Wax remover for natural and metallic waxes

Features
Solvent-based professional product, compatible and mixable 
in water.
Suitable for removing rapidly different kinds of waxes from 
surfaces in stone material. Its application allows to remove 
waxes without using masks, as it is a solvent with low impact 
(it does not issue smell and it does not cause any safety prob-
lems).
Deceral can be applied on all surfaces in marble, granite, conglomerate, cotto.
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FREESMOG
Thixotropic cleanser to remove black scales.

Features
It is a gelatinous cleanser prepared to clean efficiently external facades in marble, granite, 
beola, sandstone, volcanic and lava stones, limestone, shiny or rough, bricks, concrete, ce-
ment conglomerates and grit. Freesmog allows to clean easily grime caused through smog, 
carbon residues, air pollution.
It takes monuments and buildings (facades, pillars, barriers) back to their original appear-
ance without damaging them in any way. 
All operations that involve a contact with the product have to be carried out after wearing 
suitable protection means. In particular, eyes must be protected wearing glasses and hands 
wearing rubber gloves.
The product is ready-to-use and it must not be left in contact with the stone support for more 
than an hour. 

Yeld
Its approximate consumption changes according to the kind of support and the quality of grime 
to remove from 8 to 10 sq.m/kg. 
For shiny or smoothed surfaces, from 3 to 5 sq.m/kg.
For surfaces in rough stone, from 2 to 4 sq.m/kg for grits, cements, cotto.
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SOLV/ICS
Solvent-based cleaner

Features
Solv/ICS is composed of a mix of solvents with low evaporation, 
formulated to remove excesses of protective and stain-removal 
treatments from shiny and rough stone materials as well as from 
surfaces in cotto. 
It acts efficiently on residuals of products caused through wrong 
applications, on leaks, excesses of water- and solvent-based wax-
es without modifying the surface.
It does not change the polishing, it levels out the surfaces, it leaves 
no rings, it is an excellent wax remover for surfaces in cotto and it 
can be applied manually or with floor-washing machines.
It removes residues of adhesive tape glue or posters glue as well 
as light inks. 
Solv/ICS can be used for deep cleaning before applying stain-re-
moval protectors. So waiting times of drying of the supports treat-
ed for cleaning are avoided using water-based products. 
Solv/ICS is a ready-to-use product. 
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PIACCASETTE
Neutral scented cleanser

Features
Green, antibacterial, anti-static, ph7 concentrated cleanser.
Piaccasette acts giving floorings, coatings and all surfaces on which it is applied an accurate, clean and 
perfectly natural aspect. Ideal as cleanser for end-yard and during the pre-treatment on all surfaces sensi-
tive to acids and on the shiny and delicate ones. 
Suitable to be used on all surfaces treated with stain-removal, breathable products and with resin-waxy 
emulsions (cotto). 
It is recommended as cleanser as well as for daily maintenance as it leaves on the surfaces a uniform and 
satin layer. 

The plus of Piaccasette:
- it makes the maintenance easy and rapid;
- it does not change the color of surfaces;
- it does not modify waxes or treatments already done on wood, glass, aluminium, steel and plastic laminates;
- it is pleasantly scented with essences of lavender, green tea, citron, lily of the valley, green apple and forest green;
- it can be used manually or with floor-washing machines, as it has low foam contents;
- over 90% biodegradable.
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STERMINATOR
Biocide cleaner of mosses, algae and lichens.

Features
Water soluble cleaner to remove mosses and blackenings due to scales of lichens on stone materials be-
cause of steady humidity, adverse exposures, excess of shadow areas, significant exposure to rainwater.
Sterminator acts efficiently on any kind of stone material, without damaging or staining the treated surface. 
It totally removes the residues of fresh or encrusted mosses over time, both on the surface and deeply, 
penetrating into the stone support and taking the surface back to its original appearance. 
Its balanced formulation allows its application on any kind of stone support: marbles, granites, beole, sand-
stones, volcan stones, slates and cement conglomerates, exposed concrete, white and colored plasters.
Sterminator is the product of choice for the external building maintenance.

Yeld
It is not possible to calculate the product consumption per sq.m.
The great variety of supports, finishings and materials requires a specific estimate. 

FUNGICONTROL 
Thixotropic biocide with growth inhibitor.

Features
Concentrated thixotropic composed of a mix of cationic surfactants with low foaming ingredient and with 
bactericide, algaecide and anti-mould properties, mixed with a growth and bacterial growth inhibitor,  at a 
high spectrum action.
This solution is used to remove mosses and blackenings due to lichens scales, absorbed through stone ma-
terials because of a steady humidity or adverse exposures, shadow areas, high and shady plants, significant 
exposition to rainy water. 
FUNGICONTROL acts efficiently on any kind of building material without damaging or staining the treated 
surface. 
The products totally removes the residues of fresh mosses or gathered over time. Its action is not rapid but 
it works deeply inside where there is organic contamination.  
Thanks to its balanced formulation  it is possible to apply it on any  kind of stone support, therefore marbles, 
granites, beole, sandstones, volcan stones, slates, cement conglomerates, exposed concrete, white and 
colored plasters. It is the ideal product for the sector of external maintenance of the buildings.  The product 
is so applied, as preserving element after cleaning with Sterminator and before applying the water-repellent 
product, IDROKEMI ACQUA, or directly on polluted areas  where it is not possible to  wash with pressure 
washers . In this case the product has to be applied several times with nebulizer, by paying attention in 
particular on the deeply polluted areas.

Yeld
 It is not possible to calculate  a consumption per sm of this product because there are too different kinds of 
supports, finishings and kinds of stained materials. 
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SMACSTAIN
It removes oily stains

Features
Smacstain is a mix of solvents and absorbent fillers, 
suitable to remove grease and oil stains from tables, 
countertops, bar tops, floorings in marble, granite, 
stone, quartzites, limestones, shiny and opaque. 
Even with only one application of Smacstain it is pos-
sible to remove fresh or surface stains, while for the 
deepest ones it is necessary to repeat the treatment. 
For all operations that involve a contact with the prod-
uct, you have to provide yourselves with protective 
equipment (glasses and rubber gloves).

Yeld
It is not possible to calculate the consumption of the 
product per sq.m, as there are lots of variables result-
ing from the type of materials, finishings and smudg-
ing substances. 

SMACOXY
It removes organic and rising stains

Features
Smacoxy is a water-based formulation of oxidizing agents and suitable 
additives, recommended to remove organic stains (coffee, tea, nicotine, 
sawdust, urine, leaves, etc.).
The product acts on stains on tables, countertops, bar tops, floorings in 
marble, granite, stone and quartzites and also on rings caused by rising 
or on laying stains, even if it is better to dilate the material through spe-
cial cleaning agents of alkaline origin (BASICUM) or of acid origin (DETERCLEAN AC/AF).
It does not damage in any way shiny surfaces. 
We suggest to remove the product within 4 hours from its application.
One single coat allows to remove the most recent stains. 
As for older and deeper rings, more applications are needed. The result of the stain removal will be clear 
after several hours, that is when the support is totally dry. It is better to space the different applications 
waiting a few hours from each other. 

Yeld
It is not possible to calculate the consumption of the product per sq.m in presence of different kinds of sup-
ports, finishings and smudging substances. 
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FREERUST
It removes rust stains and oxidations

Features
Freerust is an acid-based preparation that allows to remove rust stains from granites and it neutralizes 
ferrous elements of the materials that take on a yellowish colouring that changes their features when 
exposed to weathering.
The materials on which the product can be applied are: Kashmir White, Panna Fragola, Bianco Cristal, 
Camelia White, Solar White.

FREERUST STRONG
It removes rust stains- extractor

Features
It is applied on materials with a very high rust concentration, above all if strictly connected to the stone sup-
port (Beola, Serizzo, Luserna, and some granites of Indian and Chinese origin).
It is necessary to make a preliminary test by applying the product and let it act for 30 minutes, later heat with 
flame until the surface is totally dry. 
If the result you get is the disappearance of the rust stain, so you can go on applying Freerust Strong on the 
whole material, otherwise contact the technical service of Kemistone. 

Yeld
Its yield can change from 7 to 12 sq.m/lt and it is only approximate. 
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SOLVINGEL
Thixotropic cleanser to remove graffiti

Features
Solvingel is composed of a mix of gelatinous solvents suitable to 
remove graffiti and stainings (made with paints, spray cans, mark-
ers, adhesive tapes) on stone surfaces. 
Its gelatinous formulation enables the use of the product as well as 
its adherence on vertical surfaces.  
Together with pressure of the water used, Solvingel allows to re-
move graffiti from porous surfaces. 
It is a ready-to-use product and to apply it, you have to provide 
yourselves with suitable P.P.E. to protect all sensitive body parts. 

Yeld
The wide range and the different problems do not allow to calcu-
late the quantity of product to be used. 
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PICASSO
Neutral anti-graffiti protector

Features
Picasso is a water-based product, suitable to protect rough surfaces in marble, granite, natural stone, plas-
ter, natural concrete and the coloured one because of graffiti and stainings caused through spray, markers, 
paints.
Picasso creates an invisible barrier that prevents the absorption of “vandalistic” substances by avoiding or 
limiting their penetration. 
In case of need, Picasso can be completely removed. 
As for the maintenance of the support, it is essential to use the neutral cleanser PIACCASETTE, while the re-
moval of graffiti must be carried out by experts. Then it is better to carry out a further application of Picasso 
on the whole area to be treated.

Yeld
Its consumption depends on the porosity of the materials to be treated. 
Approximately from 4 to 8 sq.m/lt. 
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GRANITE KIT
It is composed of two products:
PIACCASETTE and ROYAL

The first is a concentrated cleanser suitable to clean all surfac-
es (available in different fragrances), the second product is anti 
stain, ready-to-use, expressly studied to handle stone materials 
with siliceous composition: granites, quartzites, lava stones and 
cements, at low temperatures and with high percentages of hu-
midity of the support. 
It is used to protect countertops, floorings and coatings in gran-
ite and stone.
In the kit there are: a microfiber cloth, a pair of disposable gloves.
We recommend to make the treatment every 1-2 years for a good 
maintenance of the materials. 
The product has a food contact certification.

UNICUM KIT
It is composed of two products:
PIACCASETTE and JACKSTONE
The first is a concentrated cleanser suitable to clean all sur-
faces (available in different fragrances), the second product is 
stainremoval, ready-to-use, expressly studied to handle stone 
materials with siliceous composition:marble, granites, quartz-
ites, lava stones and cements.
It is used to protect countertops, floorings and coatings .
In the kit there are: a microfiber cloth, a pair of disposable 
gloves.
We recommend to make the treatment every 1-2 years for a 
good maintenance of the materials.
The product has a food contact certification.

MARBLE KIT
It is composed of two products: 
PIACCASETTE and MEKOIL

The first is a concentrated cleanser, useful to clean all surfaces 
(available in different fragrances).
The second product is anti stain ready-to-use, and it is used to 
protect countertops, floorings and bathroom tops in marbles and 
stone. In the kit there are: a microfiber cloth, a pair of disposable 
gloves.
We recommend to make the treatment every 1-2 years for a good 
maintenance of the materials. 
The product has a food contact certification.
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STARWET KIT
It is composed of two products:
DEOFRESH and KEMIWET 5050

The first is a concentrated, organic, anti-bacterial, anti-static, 
7 ph cleanser. Ideal as cleanser of end-yard and during the 
pre-treatment on all surfaces sensitive to acids or on shiny and 
delicate surfaces. The second is a tonalizing protector with 
impregnation effect, that gives stones, marble and granites a 
“wet effect” by highlighting the colour effects. It is anti stain. 
To reinforce this quality, it is better to apply a light coat of Jack-
stone and 30 minutes later take off the excess of product with 
a white felt. 
In the kit there are: a microfiber cloth, a pair of disposable 
gloves.
We recommend to make the treatment every 1-2 years for a 
good preservation of the materials

COMPOSITE KIT
It is composed of two products:
DEOFRESH and SILILUX

The first is a concentrated, organic, anti-bacterial, anti-static, 
neutral (7 ph) cleanser with a delicate fragrance of rose that 
gives a perfectly clean appearance to all stone surfaces, natu-
ral or coloured cement, glass, wood, aluminium, high pressure 
laminate. Deofresh is recommended for a periodocal mainte-
nance. Over 90% biodegradable. 
The second one, based on silicone waxes, restores shine and 
colour to the worn surfaces in stone material, giving them also 
a water-repellent effect. Let the treated surfaces dry well be-
fore polishing with a soft cloth.
Do not use the surfaces for at least 24/28 hours after the treat-
ment.
Attention: dilute Deofresh with water and shake well Sililux before use.
In the kit there are: a microfiber cloth, a pair of disposable gloves.
We recommend to make the treatment every 1-2 years for a 
good preservation of the materials. 

RESTORE KIT
It is composed of three products:
PIACCASETTE, POLVERE LUCIDANTE, MEKOIL

The first is a concentrated cleanser useful to clean all surfaces 
(available in different fragrances), the second product must be 
used after cleaning to polish marbles, marble-grit conglomer-
ates, concrete and all limestones. In more massive dose, it is 
also ideal to restore matt areas. The third product is anti stain, 
ready-to-use, used to protect countertops, floorings and bath-
room tops in marble and stone.
In the kit there are: a microfiber cloth, a pair of disposable 
gloves.
We recommend to make the treatment every 1-2 years for a 
good preservation of the materials. 
The product has a food contact certification.
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Kemistone srl

Registered office

via Roma, 83 - Puos

32016 Alpago - Belluno - Italia

Operational headquarters

via Della Libertà, 44

31050 Ponzano Veneto - Treviso - Italia

Tel. +39 0422-1574528

Fax. +39 0422-1574527

Email: info@kemistone.eu

Website www.kemistone.eu


